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De~and functions are "homogeneou~egree zero in allJ?QL~§..E.!1~ .l!J.,~_<{me." This means 
a~~e i.n all•pri~es and income will leave quantities demanded unchanged, 
a doubling of all prices Vi{ill not alter consumption declslcns. f:.--·~- --· 
prices directly enter individuals' utility functjons. · · ~J\ 
an increase in income ~ill cause all quantities demanded to increase proportionate~ 

- - t c 

~ 7- 
a. 

(0 
c. 
d. 

5- An increase ih, the technology used in the production of.onlv one of the two goods in a society 
will ~~ 
a. eliminate SCq[city I r ~ . 
b. move the production possibllities fr~nt1er out in all dlrectlo .. nsll ~ '1 
c. move the production posslbilltlesjrontier in·au dlrectlonsv ('- 

{ff) leavy one cornerof the production possibillties frontier fixed and swing out from the other 

J1 9 . Suppose right' ( R) and l_eft (:) shoe52rc. o,n l~se (ul i; produced in equa I pro po rt ion and societa I 
~ happiness 1s expressed as :m!n(R,J). The contour 11 nes would ~e · ·· ·· , .: · ·· · 1 

a. downward sloping lines L 
b. upward sloping lines 

c§ L-shaped .. 
d. backward L-shaped 

..... .. __ 
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Let On= -SP+ 54 and Os= P - 6. Equilibrium can be found at 
Q = 4; p = 10 
Q=· 6; p = 10 
p = 6; Q= 0 

54 
Q=5;P=2 d. 

The sf ope of the production possibility frontier shows 
how inputs must be changed to keep them fully employed. 
the technically efficient combinations of the two goods. 
how demanders are willing to trade one good for another. 
the opportunity cost of one good in terms of the other. 
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Question one( 50 points) 

2- 
(1) 

b. 
c. 

a. 
b. 
c. 
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3- The difference between what a consumer is willing to pay for a unit of a good and what must be 
paid when actually buying it is cal!e_d: 

.-:tfiiJ Producer surplus. 
b. Cost benefits analysis. 
C Net utility. 

(!) Consumer surplus. 

& Which o'. the follo~ing functional forms for utility suggests the gre~tes.t_sybs!itution effe_~! when 
~ starting at the point where .PX= PY· 
I\ a. U=min(X,Y) 

@ _U=X+Y 
c. U = X1j2Y1/2 
d. U = X1/4Y3/4 
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12- An increase in an individual's income without changing relative prices will 
a. rotate the budget con'straint a"bt)ut the X-axis. :::. '' '& ·· ~ 
b. shift the indifference curves outward. ti.""~ . ~""'"' 

C5J shift t~e budget constraint outvya~d in a par~l!_el way .. -' /"l,(!.J % >, T ~). . ....-"=? ~· ;:; 

d. rotate the butt :~nf aint about the Y axis. <:i f ['JV ~ 
~ ~ .. " ~ •\ {;'., 
~ If a~ individ~al has~ c~nstant ty!RS _of ~es for~peale_r~_of 3M1~-tnat is, he or she is always . _ ~ 

~ willing to give u~irs of sneakers to get 4 pairs of shoes} then, if sneakers and shoes are equal! ('A..v\. · 5J- 

f tly, ·hf ~I~~~~~~::'.:,:me equally,on'!n!~ers an~~=es ' !r~~S <c: ~c.· .. 

d. wear sneakers only 3/4 of the time. ,- [0-;1.A /'AV'- s\.. e c ::S S ke.s- 
l4- Suppose that at current consumption levels an individual's marginal utility of consu~in.g an 
extra .hot dog is 10 whereas the marginal utility of consuming an extra soft drink is 2. Then the MRS (of 

.1· ...---::.:.. - .... 

soft drinks for hot dogs)-that is, the number of hot dogs the individual is willing to give up to get one 
more soft drink is tv' v t·\ -::.. \ 0 ~)- 10 "2 I 

0 
- 

f. ~ v\A v(! = 1- I <: #14 

c. 1/2 --· ~);; ~ -~~ 

1---- /\A~ ~ ~ 'S 

the least he or she can spend. d. \ ~. 

represents 
------·· a. complete satisfaction for the consumer. 
b. the equivalence of jirlcesthe consumer .. pays. 

@ constrained utility rn_aximization for the consumer. 
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c. 
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d. 
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The Ricardian notion that of diminishing returns implies that ,....-:: L ( /l..-"7 S) as more input is used more output will be made.~ <..JJ "1 \_ . \J 
as more input is used less output will be made. ~ '/ 
as more inputis .used the incre.c:i.~e-ln_gutputwi!Wncrease. ./ 
as more input Isused.the-Increase in 01;1,tnu~_Vizjll decrease. q_" f Q.\,f. $ (l. \..:_ .. ~ ~- 

~ . - --- ~ ~~-1.i<.. 
~. Suppose an individual's MRsj~.f,~t~e~~~~ 2:1. That is, at the current consumption ' .' M~& 

ff ~ho ices he or sh~ is ~~ng to_ give u.e_l ~ee~s to get. ~n extr~ st.:~k. Suppose also ttat the price of a steak ('ll~"t? 
rs $1 and a b~r 15~~-Jlhen in order to increase µWjty theJ!ld1v1dual should ·, · 
Q buy i:noce s'teak and l~s bees. ' / 8 ) 1 . · ~ _ 0 .. z ? . CV --~u.Y~av L - , s z ! (- -~,,!------"· Mvs 

continue with current consumption plans. -t.. <?....$-.¥> ~ l\J\0_?.,, 
Not :nough information to answer th7 questlon.z, C ~ '2. ,ltl, l 5 ~ Y n _ 

- . fl'J~\ ) L-. - 
fl\ t' ') z: --s. -- "'- fo1 ::: '?.. .l Indifference curves · - · - 

l ,J .\-e_er 
a. are nonintersecting. ....--- ~ v 
b. are contour lines of a utility function. · % \ \ ~ · -- . ~ ~ 

?.J areneg?tivelysloped. ~·~ W 2: \ I~ 
0Y All of the above. ~ 

.· .;... . . . 
11- The point of tangency between a consumer's budget constraint andJ1is..QLber--indif.1'erence J;,urve 

- ,/ <.. ;>""\ (Y"'- 5.\-~ 
~s~ 

8 



At any price, the market demand curve 
is flatter''than the flattestindivldua' demand curve. 

increase. 
remain unchanged. 
change in a way that cannot be determined from the information given. 

21- 
© 
b. has a slope that is the average of the individual demand C':Jrve slopes, 
c. is.steeper than the steepest individual demand curve. 
d. has a horizontal intercept equal to !~e ~V~[a~~<?! the indlvldual demand curve _bo_rizontal 
intercepts. · - ('~.~ 
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20- If the prices:cif~ll ~:18~re~tly_th~ sameproporti9_~_ asg_~ th~Jty demanded of 
_goodXwill · ' ~ - · - ====-- . • 
a. d_ecrea_?e, 
b. 

C§ 
d. 

=rQJ 1 

~-~ 

~ 
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Th~ slope of the budget constr.aint line_is(assume good l'.-.on t~~-y-axis., go_od x onthe x-axis) 
\ 

the ratio of the prices (~x/Py). \ 
the negative of the ratloof the prices (Px/Py). --:'.EL ~ 11'?:,( 
the ratio of income divided by price-of Y {I/Py). p~ ~ ~ 
none of these. ' - - - • 

~ f J, Q.d 1' 
If a good is inferior and its price~, pj, ,,,) f ,,__ff 
the income effect will be positive and the substitution effect will be positive. 
the income effect will be negative arid_ the substitution effect will b~ negative. 1. 
the income effect will be positive and the substitution effect will be negative. 
the income effect will be negative and the substitution effect will be positivef.. 

Th~ lump sum principle suggests that the tax that red_uces utility the least is 
a tax on income 
a tax on a good with many substitutes 
an equal tax per-unit on all goods 
a tax on a good with only a few substitutes 

c. 
d. 

19- 
a. 

@ e d. 
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c. 
d. 
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@ 
b. 

16- Wit~ only two goods, if the lncorne effect is in the op~e s:!irn£t[or.i as tb~?_\,!.bstityt_io_ri effe __ ct! 
but the substitution eff~c domin;ates then the good is tJ•-vv1'- ~ a_;-~ _ 

1 
~ ~ 

$ normal - .,,,--, a.J),,. , - 6 
pt ~q,v-1 ~ -v ~ ' 

-- inferior but not Giffen -11 
c. Giffen)'.. pt_~ ClJ. If ~i cxJ 1: 
d. There is not enough information to answer. X.. r? ~ ~·vi~ _ 

If people like their goods, in fixed proportlons.jhe two goods are 
perfect substitutesjs, 
perfect complements 
complements (but not perfect) 
substitutes (but not perfect) 

1/5 d. 

c. 
(]) 
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d. 8 e ~ L; 
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25- Suppose a cup of coffee at the campus coffee shop is $2.50...and a cup of hot tea is $1.25. ~ 
Suppose a student's beverage budget is $20_per week. What is the most cups of tea the student could 
buy? 

etwee.n them will 

positive. 
negatjve. 
zero. 
infinity. 

c. 
d. 

If the demand fora product i~c,then a rise in price will. 
cause total-spend ing 0 n the good- to increase. . 

e total spending on the good to, decrease, , 
keep t.~~gJ_h_e411}.e1 qut reduce the quanti!ydemanded.1- 
keep total spending the same, but increase the quantity demanded. 

\ -~ 
If goods X and Y arcl. complements', then the ... L-· , . -· . 24- 

be 
a. 

Cit) 

22- 
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& c. 
d. 
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b c- Show your results by gra~hing the budget constjpints for part a and part b. also draw 
Elizabeth's indifference curves. ) 

([) 

f(lf( f z: ,Mu T-= .L ::: I '"'/ a, t't(: 
111q x I 

\) b- Suppose that the price of jeans rises to $39 a pair. How many shoes a d jeans will she buy? 

J . '% -t- t,05 =-1-CG (}__) , rf.r ::= ~ f 5' -:=- 1:.°- ::::: a. &·(, (, 

,~J. 
j[ 
;.--· 

~!pf 

U(J,s)~ J~+> ~ ( } 

If jeans cost $2(),and shoes cost 20$, how many will Elizabeth buy of each??draw her budget 
line. 

Elizabeth makes $;9.Q a week at her summer job and spend her entire weekly income on new running 
shoes and jeans, because these are the only two itemsthat provide utility to.her. Furthermore, Elizabeth 
insists that for every pair of jeans she.buvs, she must also buy a p_alr_obb..Q.es . 

.,..- 

q Question two (30 points) 
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Assume two goods, X and y they are normal goods,, show the effect of a decrease in th~ price of good x, 
on the following: (indifference curves,u1 and u2, budget lines BLl and BL2, quantities of x &y, income 
effect and substitution effect) all this on the same graph. don't forget to show me your analysis. 

/o 
?/ v 

Question three (20 points) 

~~....--- '1 z r 1----\.--..rr---C<.,/. 

~ 

d- To what effect (income or substitution) do you attribute the change in utility levels between 
part a and part b. /~- .. ~ • 

, · 'f'I '~/,,,..,e e./,t;z ~e=::4J { ./1,;,r-e ':J{k;)Jf t<.""e c&-rte~C'·-u /, 

b' ~r<6) '1. -::=.7 /'D ~l."'1 (J"/"1../ ,4 Iv C -?1'vi.c o""le e.rlJ0cf 


